
ie Mo Mey 
LeA. Calif. 90035 
Nov &, 1966 

Dear Ed, 

whanks for your comments re the B.B. i will try to answer 

your questions in order. 

First, you ask if it wasnt possible for 399 te come from 

JFK's stretcher, despite the very strong evidence against ite 

I suppose one can't absolutely eliminate such a possibility; 

although in my own mind his stretcher is excluded as one of the 

two in the corridor. However, in my piece I do not exclude it, 

as you will note on pg 79 where I concee that for purposes of 

the articlca either of the two stretchers in the corridor could 

have been Kennedy's or Connally'se 

You state you would like to be told that it waild have. 

been impossible for a bullet on a stripped stretcher to avoid 

detection. Here we are in the area of probability. I realized 

when planning the article that I couldn't prove to & certainty 

that 399 was planted, but only that an objective study of the 

evidence leads to that conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. 

Logically, it seems to me, one can believe <2" was discovered 

lesitimardly on JFK's stretch=r only be considering reasonably 

Surmoiumtable all the impediments noted in JFK-10, pg. 79-83. 

Réfeming to your second point re the tracing of 3299 in 
chapters § and 9, I did not intend ts infer that the bullet 
they were shown was diffcrent frem the one they supposediy 
handled, but noted it only because this information was 
included in the PRI report. ‘That report is not detailed enough 
to justify inferences on this point. (for instance, “failed to 
identify it" could mean the individual said, *.. . that define 
itely dees not look Like the bullet I handled's or it could 
Mean, * . « »« it leoks Like the one I handled but I couldn't say 
for sure itwas the same one.") 

if, in fact, 3599 is not the same bullet Tomlinson found, 
it would point to a substitution after the original stretcher 
bullet came inte the hands of federal authorities (assuming 
Weicht didn't do it). At present, I have no facts to move 
this particular question out of the realm of speculation. 
However, I am more inclined tc believe there was no substitue 
tion involved after Tomlinson discovered it. 

As to 399's cleanliness, I*11 stand on the reasoning against 
cleaning presented on pg 44, granting that it's not decisive. 
If the authorities did not suspect 3599's legitimacy <- as I 

believe they did «= they could have easily inquired on this 
point and presented the facts if they discovered on@of those 
handling it had wiped it free of matter.



Your remaining points: 

Le Hyp. B2 «= because of the obfuscation re weighté& of the 
frarmments alleredly left by 399, I deo not rely on the 
weight argument, but rather on the fact that the experts 
really find no place on 399 from which the fragmertts 
deposited in Connally could have come. 

2. Hyp. B3, objection a <-- Dr. Gregory says (v.4.p.121-122) 
that the ceat fibers in the wkist wound shows that the 
missile was net pristine when it struck the wi st (that 
it was struck by an ‘tirregular object"). Otherwise it would 
have gone cleanly in nese first, and probably not carried 
cleth into the wound. 

3. Re the thigh wound and fraement in fenurz; I don't know 
what the answer is, other than my belie# that a spent 
bullet couldn't throw a fragment imto the bone. To me, 
this ie anether case where an official siatement can be 
factually demolished without being able to supply, with 
confidence, an alternative hypothesis. As to the state- 
ment that the thigh wound appeared to have been caused 
by a bullet, and not a fragment; I don't think we can 
consider that statement conclusive. A couple of other 
eritics believe a bullet was removed from his thigh, and 
seem to remember such @ statement by a Parkland dector at 2 

hospital press conference (ieisberg makes gpoint of the thigh 
wound being larger and deeper than noted in the Report), 
but I know of k no evidence sufficient te lead me to cone 
clude a substantially whole bullet was removed. I think 
it mre likely a large cregnent was removed from a fairly 
deep thigh wound. If such a fragment wis traveling fairly 

is that 
ore: Sa see 2 (same 

speed when broken from Larcer fragment on impacting thigh, 
art smaller mass, therefore, mtikuwkrg less resistance?) 

T have net studied carefully the sarces of ammunition, although 
some other eritices have done so. Commenting generally, though 
I would say the following: 

Le wy study of the evidence (Zanpruder frames, etc.) con- 
vinees me shots came from two directions outside of the 
TSBD, and that shot(s) prebabiyv also came from some- 
where in that building; thus, conspiracy was involved. 

2. wy reading of the evidence convinces me that Oswald 
had been set up in advance. 

Se from 1 and 2, we have a econspiraey of considerable 
dimensions. 

Believing the above, I don't thing the conspirators would want 
to depend on old and unreliable ammunition. I am inclined to 
believe that if such was used at ail, it was only in the 
Mannlicher-Carecano, and only *ickimeea because the assassins 
also had other (more reliable) weapons firing at their target.



To me, the most Likely explanation of the thmat wo.nd 
was the first one given -- an entry. Since I believe there 
was ‘no lane of exit™ for the bullet which struck JFKts back, 
the only alternative cause for the throat wound other than 
an entry would be an exiting fragment of bone or metal from 
the head shet (which, I am sure you are aware, was one of the 
several sub-versions of the first officially Leaked announcements 
that all the bullets had entered the rear, Dec.16-13,'63; still 
Six months orier to the leaked JFk-Jc double hit theory). 

However, since JPK clearly clutehes at his throat lone im 
before the head shot, I don't see how the threat wound could 
have been caused by meuntkkiogrdierseerk such an exiting fragment. 
Here again, I can't explain what hanvened to a bullet entering 
the throat. ic seems it should have come out the back. Maybe 
it did, though I am inclined to doubt it. The NYTimes of Nov 
2g *S3 carried a story saying the bullet which entered his 
throat ranged downward, damaging a limg, and did not exit. 

As to why 399 was planted, «= believe, as 2% stated in the 
conclusion, this was don: to ensure identification with the 
Gareano. “Finding" the rifle or expended shells is not nearly 
as strong, in my opinion, as tying the firearm to a specific slug 
that had alledgedly hit a victim. I do net agree the conspirae 
tors could assume that bullets or fragments traceable to the 
Carcano covld be legitmately recovered «« cranting, of cairse, 
the Gsrcane was one of the weapons used. Aceording tc Sauvage, 
a leafine internaticnally-used crime text by Sodermanst and 
Ofcennell says that positive identification con be made with 
@ specific firearm only if the bullct is Largely undeformed. 
This contlicts with Frazier who claims to have made positive 
identification of the two Larve fragments, 567 and 369, with 
the rifle. ven assuming Frazier is correct, I certainiy don't 
think the conspirators could rely in advanee on such a fortunate 
develonoment. 

You cite the seening contradiction between a well-planned 
conspiracy aml a apparent goof of pianting so verfect a bullet. 
ft think the answer te this and to other exampbes that can be 
cited is that not all the steps went precisely according to 
plan, and that Last minute improvisation had to be employed 
in a number of Stmskake instances (in my opinion, Oswald was 
not supposed to Live as long as he did after the assassination). 

Developments axe coming thick and fast in recent weeks, 
and I find myself wondering just where this w:ole think is going 
in the tmmet near future. I no longer feel -~ as I did wtil a 
few weeks ago «-- that it would blow ever as a public issue after 
a period of excitement re the critical books and articles. 

= have lelte-fler almost three year's now-ethat the most w 
potentially damning single piece of evidence against he official 
casefand at the same time, prima facie evidence of conspiracy 
and frameup), is the Life coverphoto of Feb 21, '64 «= Oswald 
with rifle. This is also the single piece of evidence, 
a against Ocwald, with which the public is most 
amilias.



i am referring, of course, to the apparent nose~shadow/ bedy-shadow discrepaney. I have witkes photocraphed many people, posed as Gswald, ami have been unable to approximate both shadews in one picture. then the noseeshadow is duplicated the body-shadew falis straight behind, and when the bodyeshadow is duplicated the noseeshadow goes to the right, atdyeunlike the Oswald phote--the right ear is tetally shaded. 

Three-fourths of forty-five professional opinions I have received say the photo is a composite. And the way the FBI “handled the question indicages to me they themselves may well have doubted its authenticity .¥<fhey ignore this very relevant question and deal instead with numerous less relevant ones in Shaneyfelt Ex, i&, ve21,p.455g9, although the shadow discrepaney had been publicly raised as early as March, 1964; then an FBI man was posed by Shhneyfelt swktinwsingan v.17,p.522, and the head blanked out, despite the fact Shaneyfelt says he took the photo to “duplicate the lighting of the (Lifes Oswald) photograph}, vee ,p.28l. ile Says he blanked mut the head ". . . becauselt was one of the employees cf the FBI, andi felt it desirable tb b Lan& out the wad since it was not pertinent.” | 

The head and face was "not pertinent" in a phete allegedly 
taken tc duplicate Lighting; and presumably was omitted toavoid embarrassment te the individuall put numerous other FRI men appear in other Exhibit photos, and in situations where kbar the faces wereyindeed, irrelevant to che purpose (to cite 
just two such photoe, v.18, p.86 and 96). It seems that the “pertinenee" of faeces in FBI demonstration photes is inversely proportional to the necesessity of learning something from them. 

Shaneyfelt, of coursé, says he finds no evidence of 
matewial doctoring in the picture; but leaves a small oft, 
Saying that he cannot absolutely rule cut the possibility. 

Shaneyfelt's testinony notwithstanding, I believe official 
suspicion of the photo may be the reason for its delayed appcar~ 
ance three months after the assassination. Sinee sim this phote was allegedly found in the gem vPaine's garage by police on Nov 25, and since all evidence was supposedly turned over to the FBI within days of Cswald's death, I ean see no other logical reason for them te have withheld this "clincher" of guilt (in the public's wind) at a time when rumors and specie Lation-Wee rampant. My guess is that the photo cot out via 
sale by an unauthorized source, and, once ou t, those in official positions who may have suspected it dared not repudiate ite 

Ivery major news media in the camtry has it well within its ability te rung some posed phows (indeed, 2s does anyone 
with a camera) in order to make its own decemination on this crucial point. Since Life made this photo famous, it would seen 
fitting that they should do it. I trust you won't think me mer overly cynical if I say I don't expeet it, |
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i, immmr too, was very pleased to meet you. Your letter was a reminder than here and th ere in the media there must be a significant mmber of people who have rejeeted the official lies and are making an effort te determine the facts revarding this historic mix crime <~- the full implications of which sat we May Yumrk be just beginning to perceive. 

i*ll be happy to keep in touch with you. In case you are not already aware of her, you have in New York a person who is probably the most tmowledgeable individual in the country on 
the entire contents of the Report and the 26 volumes, 
She is: 

ise Sylvia Meagher 

GH 2<1:283 


